“Two roads diverged in a wood, and
I–
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”
-

ROBERT FROST
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RESORT ACTIVITIES & SIGNATURE
EXPERIENCES
Our daily signature experiences and excursions are determined based on the prevailing tides, weather,
guest preferences and local happenings. Some are complimentary and others have an additional fee
as noted below. Of course you can always snorkel our house reef, kayak the calm waters of our back
bay, go hand-line fishing, hike our 64-acre peninsula, play volleyball, bocce or board games at any
time too!

	
  
Guided Snorkeling on
the Nukuni house reef

Right off the beach in front of the resort you’ll find the
Nukuni reef. There is an abundant of marine life including
hundreds of tropical fish and varieties of coral stretching
from one end of the peninsula to the other. Our team will
guide you in a snorkel tour from the jetty to explore the
world beneath the waves. All snorkel gear provided.

Complimentary

Hosted Village
Excursion to Kioa or
Nawi

Curious how Fijians in a tribal setting live? Be the guests of
honor at one of two local villages Nawi or Kioa. With an
escorted visit you’ll be behind the scenes of traditional
Fijian village life. See the kids in the local schools, listen to
the choir at a sunday church service, get the chance to
purchase local handicraft and perhaps even share a
bowl of the kava (a popular sedative drink made from
the crushed roots of a plant of the pepper family).
Women should be sure to wear clothing that covers their
shoulders and their knees (a sulu/sarong is perfect). Hats
should be also be removed before entering the village.

Complimentary

Rainbow Reef guided
snorkel tour

A guided snorkel tour on the Rainbow reef, the soft coral
capital of the world and home to over 25 dive sites
featuring abundant colorful fish and marine life in warm,
tropical waters.

F125 per adult

Snorkel with Manta
Rays

Snorkel with the Manta Rays just off Kioa Island, a
breathtaking experience.

Vanua Levu Waterfall
excursion

Boat to a nearby village and then set off for a car ride to
the top of the mountain. Once on foot you’ll be hiking on
a rarely-used path through the forest to find a little-known
waterfall. There’ll be a chance to take a dip in the
refreshing water. The hike is not strenuous (the car did
most of the work for you). There is an alternative option
for agile/experienced hikers to walk from the base.

F62.5 per child

F125 per adult
F62.5 per child
F100 per adult
F50 per child

All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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SIGNATURE EXPERIENCES continued...
Hidden beach kayak &
private picnic

Kayak around the headland to the hidden beach where
you’ll find a picnic lunch, hammock and snorkel gear just
for you. Call us and we’ll come by and pick you up
when you’re ready.

Complimentary

The coconut & pina
colada show

The Remote team is delighted to present a Coconut 101
where they will show you the many ways the humble
coconut tree is used in everyday life in Fijian villages. The
show culminates with the creation of our very own Nukuni
Pina Colada with pineapples freshly picked from the
garden and coconut milk straight from the tree.

Complimentary

Bula boys sing-song
and kava ceremony

Song and ceremony is an integral part of Fijian life. Join
the bula boys as they play some tunes and share a bowl
of kava. All instruments welcome!

Complimentary

Taveuni Insider day trip

A day trip to Taveuni begins with a 20 minute boat ride
over to Taveuni where you’ll meet your driver and guide.
First stop: The 180 degree Meridian line or International
Date Line for a photo opportunity. The date line runs right
through Taveuni meaning that each new day starts
exactly here. The Wairiki Mission Church is also a mustsee in Taveuni, the Catholic Church was built in 1907 in
honor of a French missionary who successfully advised
Taveuni's warriors in how to defeat invading Tongans in a
major battle. It's an imposing stone structure in the
Roman style with stained-glass windows and the only
seating are floor mats. Fijians are known for their beautiful
a cappella singing and Sunday services here are a
fantastic way to experience this. After this stop you might
like to choose to peruse some of the Taveuni shops and
markets (closed Sundays) and then drive approximately
40 minutes to the Bouma Waterfalls. The scenic drive will
take you along the coastline of Taveuni and through
Bouma village. At the heritage park you will see the
entrance to the trail which will guide you through the
rainforest full of rare tropical birds and island foliage. The
walk to the first waterfall is 10 minutes and generally flat.
The second waterfall is a medium incline but is well worth
it for the views. You can swim in the waterfalls here and
rest for your picnic lunch. For the adventurous there is
also the third waterfall (an additional 30-40 minutes
climb). The cost includes transport, guide, park entrance
fees and a picnic lunch.

F150 per adult
(children
complimentary
in same car)

All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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SIGNATURE EXPERIENCES continued...

Bouma Waterfalls hike &
picnic (available if
departing via Taveuni in
the afternoon)

If you’d like to squeeze in one last adventure before you
board your afternoon flight from Taveuni we highly
recommend the Bouma Waterfalls trip. When you arrive
in Taveuni you’ll take a 40 minute scenic drive along the
coastline of Taveuni and through Bouma village. At the
heritage park you will see the entrance to the trail which
will guide you through the rainforest full of rare tropical
birds and island foliage. The walk to the first waterfall is 10
minutes and generally flat. The second waterfall is a
medium incline but is well worth it for the views. You can
swim in the waterfalls here and rest for your picnic lunch.
For the adventurous there is also the third waterfall (an
additional 30-40 minutes climb). The cost includes
transport, park entrance fees and a picnic lunch.

F75 per adult
(children
complimentary in
same car)

Pearl Farm Tour

Go behind the scenes to a pearl farm rarely open to the
public. J Hunter pearls little-known Buca Bay outpost.
Snorkel the lagoon-style waters and view the oyster farms
firsthand, as well as a chance to see the beautiful Fiji
pearls.

F70 per adult

Join us on a hike up the hill and across to the peak of our
peninsula where you’ll enjoy panoramic views of the
surrounding islands. Your guide will point out all of the
fruit and vegetables growing (planted as well as wild) on
the property and also the medicinal plants used in Fiji to
combat many ailments (no guarantees!).

Complimentary

Guided Nukuni nature
hike

F30 per child

All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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DIVING
The following diving experiences or courses may be arranged in advance or once
you’re here (subject to availability). The Remote Resort uses the professional and PADIqualified services of Taveuni Dive, a PADI Five Star Gold Palm operator. All dives are
conducted in the Somosomo strait, home to the Rainbow Reef (the soft coral capital
of the world) and Great White Wall. There are over 25+ dive sites in the Rainbow Reef
region.

Diving (for Certified Divers)
1-tank dive

Dive sites on and around the Rainbow Reef,
fully-equipped dive boat, dive guide and
captain.

F175

2-tank dive (1 day)

As above

F221

6-tank dive (3 days)

As above

F625

10-tank dive (5 days)

As above

F1000

15-tank dive (7 days)

As above

F1,463

20-tank dive (10 days)

As above

F1,900

Snorkel with Divers
Gear Rental

F62
Full set (Reg/BCD/Wetsuit/MFS/Computer)

F29 set or F17
each

Adult PADI Courses - All courses include equipment hire. Books or e-learning are separate costs. PIC or
certification cards are $85 Fiji dollars.

PADI Discover Scuba Diving
(4-5hrs, 1 dive)

Orientation to scuba diving, followed by 1
ocean dive.

F167 per adult

PADI Open Water course (3-4
days incl 4 dives)

F550 per adult

PADI Open Water Referral

F450 per adult

PADI Advanced Open Water
course (2-3 days incl 5 dives)

F508 per adult

PADI Rescue Diver course

F570 per adult

PADI Dive Master course

F1,096 per adult

All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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JUNIOR DIVING

	
  

Junior Discover Scuba (4-5 hrs)

Orientation to scuba diving, followed by 1
shallow beach dive.

F200 per child

Junior PADI Scuba Diving
Certificate (2-3 days)

3 shallow beach dives and 1 open water
dive.

F540 per child

Junior PADI Open Water Dive
Certificate (4-5 days)

5 shallow beach dives and 4 open water
dives.

F660 per child

	
  

All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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WEDDINGS
Private Wedding Experience for two
Dreaming of a private ceremony, just the two of you on a deserted beach with an
outrageous turquoise ocean view and rocking photographs? The Remote Resort delivers…
Our ceremony and celebration for two includes:
• Personal escort to and from the District Office in Taveuni to complete the marriage
license registration (contact the resort for the documents required).
• Flowers including bouquet and decorations for the ceremony location.
• A selection of ceremony locations.
• Two Fijian Warrior escorts to the ceremony.
• A Minister or Celebrant to perform the wedding ceremony.
• A champagne toast.
• A private candlelit dinner for the wedding couple.
• Private brunch served in-villa the following morning.
F$2,495
A photographer can also be arranged, please contact the Resort for options.
Contact us for your destination wedding needs and we’ll get right back to you with a quote.

RENEWAL OF VOWS
How time flies! Celebrate everything you’ve done together with a very special and intimate
ceremony and celebration made for two.
Includes:
• A selection of ceremony locations
• Attendants
• Flowers including bouquet and decorations for the ceremony location
• A champagne toast
• A private candlelit dinner
F$1,245

All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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the remote spa
Spa experiences are provided on your villa deck for the utmost privacy. Please note that
some spa services require 24 hours notice.

Signature Bobo Massage
This soothing massage is aimed to release stress and tension from your body using the Fijian
bobo massage techniques and our pure aromatic essential oils and fresh coconut oils, you
will be well on your way to total relaxation.
30 minutes F$50
60 minutes F$80

Back and Shoulder Massage
If you hold extra stress and tension in your shoulders and neck - this is the treatment for you. A
30 minute massage concentrating on those extra tight spots and knots.
30 minutes F$40

Coconut Body Scrub and Banana Leaf Wrap
Restore your skin to a healthy glow and prepare for your island tan with this unique exfoliating
and hydrating treatment using coconut and followed by a banana leaf wrap.
60 minutes F$80

Manicure & Pedicure
Starts with soaking your hands and feet in a bath of pure coconut milk rich in vitamins
followed by exfoliation, clip, file, shaping and polish.
60 minutes F$70 (or F$35 each)

Rejuvenating Facial
Boost dehydrated skin with our botanical blend of oils and powerful plant actives. This blend
will rejuvenate and nourish skin whilst reducing the appearance of fine lines.
60 minutes
F$70
All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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All prices are in Fiji dollars and exclusive of Fiji Government taxes of 20%	
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